
Rip It Up

With this in mind, we want to see your own record label poster creations! You can imagine you are 
designing for Factory Records, or you could choose another record label (try looking up Ghostbox, 
Def Jam or Motown for inspiration).  Below are some examples of some of the artwork that people 
submitted to create their own poster inspired by Factory Records; whilst some use conventional collage 
materials such as magazines and newspapers, don’t be afraid to go more sculptural and use textures 
such as fabrics, packaging, electrical tape, staples, paperclips, thread or even try a digital collage. 

We highly recommend listening to playlists and using song lyrics from the label’s output, as a starting point. 
Here’s a Factory records one! 

 

As part of the Public Programme for ‘Use Hearing Protection: FAC 1 - 50/40’, Chelsea Space 
(the gallery at Chelsea College of Arts) invited visitors to the exhibition to submit poster designs 
inspired by the first 50 Factory artefacts: FAC 1 – 50. Factory Records was a record label originating 
from Manchester, famed for their radical creativity and artistic approach to working with bands 
and musicians. In fact everything that was ever created under the label from albums to stationery, 
logos to posters, from t-shirts to even lawsuits was archived and assigned an edition number. 

Click here to find out more about the Factory Records Exhibition at Chelsea Space

Specifications: Ideally, make your file a JPEG, 148 x 105 mm at 300DPI with your 
name in the file name.

Please send your artworks to: outreach@camberwell.arts.ac.uk

They will be showcased on this Padlet page link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKzko-r0Aq4&list=PLA69AFBC209BD3941
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdizL4on-Rc&list=PLi8mN-TCJd3y5O4hCBClJ7768irWPAZ7-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sbv82sK3Fn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYH8DsU2WCk&list=PLwmEid7PY01syHqNjVaDjBf4eNDxVB4u4
http://www.chelseaspace.org/archive/factory-records-info.html
https://padlet.com/lukewatsonphoto/kvjuo84iab


Established in 2005, Chelsea Space is a public 
exhibiting space where invited art and design 
professionals are encouraged to work on 
experimental curatorial projects that may not other-
wise be realised.

The programme is international and interdiscipli-
nary covering art, design and popular culture. The 
emphasis is on curatorial experimentation, the 
exposure of process and ideas, and re-readings of 
artworks, collections and archives and their 
re-presentation for contemporary audiences. 
Chelsea Space is a platform for discussion and 
questions rather than definitive answers.

Exhibition poster designed by Howard Wakefield


